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Produce two ways: exotic and wholesome
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City dwellers are accustomed to their conveniences, especially when it comes to food: You can find just about
anything all year long, 24/7, from every corner of the globe. But summer is special, particularly in New England,
where a taste of local freshness is fleeting and intense. From the first strawberries in June to the kale and pumpkins
of October, this is our season of bounty. Two recent books help make the most of it.

``Melissa's Great Book of Produce" takes its name from Melissa's/World Variety Produce, the Los Angeles-based
distributor whose specialty fruits and vegetables have helped redefine the country's culinary landscape. That
transformation includes radicchio and lemongrass in the 1980s, followed by Mission figs, celery root, microgreens,
and colored beets.

This guide to exotic produce -- packed with information and vivid photographs -- is a treasure for the adventurous
eater. Tropical fruits and Asian vegetables are particularly well-served here. It's nice to know someone can take
jackfruit and horned melon into the kitchen with confidence. On the other hand, given that you can find cherimoya,
dragon fruit, and ong choy here, there are a few odd oversights: no arugula, for example, even in the greens section,
and no apples. And I was a little sorry not to see included the infamous durian, whose powerful stench is banned on
Southeast Asian buses yet whose delicate flesh is prized for its taste.

For those just beginning to expand their produce horizons, author Cathy Thomas recommends gai lan (a.k.a. Chinese
broccoli) for its ``subtle sweetness" and ``more interesting flavor profile than common broccoli." She also likes the
``velvety texture" of the Ataulfo mango, found in Latin markets. You may not find everything in the book at your
market, but chances are if it's at the market, you'll be able to find it in the book.

Some consumers consider eating a political act. ``Grub" sketches out a vision of wholesome food that's
philosophically defensible. Anna Lappé considers grub to be ``local, healthy, sustainable food that's grown with
fairness from seed to table," she writes. ``Our belief is that grub should be available for everybody, not just certain
people in certain places." (Bryant Terry is the recipe part of this volume.)

At the heart of ``Grub" is a socially aware manifesto (in 1971, Lappé's mother, Frances Moore Lappé, published the
groundbreaking ``Diet for a Small Planet"). Charts help us understand what the USDA organic label really means,
who the major food corporations are and what they control, and how much a day's worth of organic versus
conventional food really costs.

Neither of these books presents itself as a stand-alone cookbook, but both recognize that recipes are a key tool in
the effort to expand awareness of new ways to eat. After all, any soul brave enough to buy the stick-like, starchy twig
that is salsify at the market ought to be given a little handholding when the salsify goes into the kitchen.

To that end, ``Melissa's" proposes salsify with bechamel sauce. Both books might take a common ingredient and
give it an unusual twist. Green cabbage in ``Melissa's" is tossed with red and Napa varieties and has a spicy Asian
dressing. In ``Grub," the cabbage salad contains jalapeno and a dressing of lime juice, cilantro, and Dijon mustard.

Either way, summer makes urban food choices easy for a few blissful weeks, whether you're the kind of eater who
brings the world to your doorstep or the kind who's out to change the world one meal at a time. The only problem is
finding a way to consume so much goodness in one season's brief span.
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